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Ⅰ. Japan Map & Weather
Japan is an island nation in the Pacific Ocean with dense cities, imperial palaces,
mountainous national parks and thousands of shrines and temples. Shinkansen bullet trains
connect the main islands of Kyushu (with Okinawa's subtropical beaches), Honshu (home to
Tokyo and Hiroshima’s atomic-bomb memorial) and Hokkaido (famous for skiing). Tokyo, the
capital, is known for skyscrapers, shopping and pop culture.

Japan as a country has two extreme seasons; winter and summer with two very short
pleasant season either side. The summer months is when the majority of the rain falls.
During the winter month strong air currents blow in from northern Siberia freezing north
western Japan. The best season to visit Japan is during the short spring which is
referred to as the cherry blossom season. Typhoon season is August to September.

Ⅱ. Visa
Any foreign visitor who wishes to enter Japan must have a passport, which will remain valid
during the period of stay. In order to enter Japan, visitors usually must comply with the
conditions of their visas and authorizations of resident eligibility.
However, visa exemptions can be made for citizens of sixty-six different countries
provided that their stays are within ninety days such as with stays for sightseeing purposes
and that they do not engage in activities where they earn compensation.
For more visa issues, please click Ministry of Foreign Affairs official website:
http://www.mofa.go.jp/index.html

Ⅲ. Money Facts
The Japanese currency is the yen (円, en). One yen corresponds to 100 sen. However, sen
are usually not used in everyday life
anymore,
except
in
stock
market
prices. Bills come in 1,000 yen, 2,000 yen
(very rare), 5,000 yen and 10,000 yen
denominations. Coins come in 1 yen, 5 yen,
10 yen, 50 yen, 100 yen and 500 yen
denominations. Counterfeit money is not
an issue in Japan.
Below are the modes of payment that you
might use when visiting Japan:
Cash
Cash is still the preferred payment method, especially when it involves small
amounts. Currency exchange is usually handled by banks, post offices, larger hotels and
a handful of licensed money changers found especially at international airports.
Credit/Debit Cards
There is an increased acceptance of credit and debit cards, especially in big cities. Most
hotels, department stores, restaurants, train stations, convenience stores, supermarkets,
boutiques accept payment by credit cards nowadays.
Many ATMs in Japan do not accept cards that are issued outside of Japan. The big exception
are the ATMs found at the over 20,000 post offices and over 10,000 7-Eleven convenience
stores across the country. Note that many ATMs in Japan are out of service during the
night, and some are unavailable on weekends.

Ⅳ. Public Transportations
Nearly all major airlines and airports offer flights to Japan. The country's own
two leading airlines, Japan Airlines (JAL) and All Nippon Airways (ANA), both
serve a broad range of international destinations. Japan's most important
international airport is Tokyo's Narita Airport, followes by Osaka’s Kansai
Airport, Tokyo’s Haneda Airport and Nagoya’s Central Japan Airport.
Trains are a very convenient way for visitors to travel around Japan. Besides
normal trains, Japan's main islands of Honshu, Kyushu and Hokkaido are
served by a network of high speed train lines that connect Tokyo with
many major cities. Japan's high speed trains (bullet trains) are
called shinkansen (新幹線) and are operated by Japan Railways (JR).
Consisting of several thousand islands, Japan is naturally home to an
extensive network of ferry routes. Japan's four main islands are connected
with each other by bridges and tunnels, but many smaller islands can only be
reached by ship. But even between the main islands, ferries can be an
interesting, if not particularly fast alternative to trains, buses and planes.
To the average cost conscious traveler in Japan's large cities, taxis are an
expensive and unnecessary alternative to the efficient public
transportation. But in small cities, the countryside and in Kyoto, public
transportation tends to be less convenient, thus taking a taxi from the
nearest train station to your destination can be a good alternative.
Japan has an efficient, safe and cost-effective system of city subways,
allowing rapid movement around its inner urban areas. Tokyo, Yokohama,
Nagoya, Sendai, Sapporo, Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe and Fukuoka have city subway
networks, linked to other rail systems including the JR Yamanote Line in Tokyo,
the JR Loop Line in Osaka and JR shinkansen lines.

The Japan Rail Pass (also commonly called JR Pass) is a very
cost effective rail pass for long distance train in Japan. It can
be used by foreign tourists only, and offers unlimited use of JR
trains for one, two or three weeks at a cost that residents of
Japan can only dream of. The pass comes in two types: ordinary
and green car. The latter is valid on green cars (first class cars)
that offer more spacious seats than ordinary cars.

Ⅴ. Culture & Customs
Kimono is Japan traditional folk costume, which came out from
China Tang Dynasty Hanfu. After about 1000 years innovation
and development, it formed an integral whole with its own
system. Japanese wear different costume in different condition,
wedding, coming-of-age ceremony, tea ceremony, Daily life.
(http://www.dipertour.com/kimono-dressing.html)
Sushi is one of the most famous Japanese food in the world, it
can be the main dish or snack for Japanese people. There are
many types of Sushi. If you plan to visit Japan with
families/friends, then the Sushi making lesson is highly
recommended to you, which is very informative, interactive and
fun. (http://www.dipertour.com/sushi-making.html)
Tea is a necessity to Japanese daily life. Drinking tea is even an
artistic. The artistic named Tea ceremony/Sado. The tea
ceremony is a great start point and a pleasant way to get in
touch
with
this
cultural
ceremony.
(http://www.dipertour.com/tea-ceremony.html)
It is well known that the Japanese love Onsen (hot spring). You
can find the various special hot spring in Japan, especially at the
Hakone Kowakien Yunessun Hot Springs Amusement Park and
Spa Resort, has assembled a variety of spa facilities surpassing
your imagination, include the baths of wine, green tea, coffee, etc.,
more than 30 kinds of you never imagined outdoor hot spring
completely, you can get the most special experience!
Geisha are professional entertainers who attend guests during
meals, banquets and other occasions. They are trained in various
traditional Japanese arts, such as dance and music, as well as in
the art of communication. Their role is to make guests feel at
ease with conversation, drinking games and dance
performances. (http://www.dipertour.com/geisha.html)
Sumo is a Japanese style of wrestling and Japan's national sport. It originated in ancient
times as a performance to entertain the Shinto deities. Many
rituals with religious background, such as the symbolic
purification of the ring with salt, are still followed today. In line
with tradition, only men practice the sport professionally in
Japan. (http://www.dipertour.com/sumo.html)

Ⅵ. Useful Information
Electricity:
The voltage in Japan is 100 Volt, which is different fro）m North
America (120V), Central Europe (230V) and most other regions of
the world. Japanese electrical plugs have two, non-polarized pins,
as shown above. They fit into North American outlets.
Emergency Numbers:
Police: 110
Coast Guard: 118
Fire/Ambulance: 119

Ⅶ. Who We Are
Diper Tour is a trusted travel company reputed for quality Japan and Korea tours. Owned by
Diper Co., Ltd, a licensed and reliable company located in Hong Kong, China, we are
specialized in tailor-making Japan tour and Korea tour for different customers with all
different needs.
Our senior managers and directors have over 10-year experiences in travel industry and love
travel very much. Before 2011, our main business was focus on traditional travels in
mainland China, Hong Kong and Macau. After 2011, we started our travel business of Korea
and Japan and have successfully organized many customers to travel in Korea and Japan.
The customer center of Diper Tour is located in mainland China, with a firm cooperation with
our Head- quarter in Hong Kong. The customer center is dealing with the customer relations,
including providing useful info about travel, helping design and plan tours, contacting with
customers during their tours, absorbing comments from our customers after traveling, etc.
The customer center is the closest to our customers and plays a very important part in
facilitating business with our clients.
The team of our customer center is just like a family. It’s a professional, enthusiastic and
energetic team. With the average year of 32, the team is full of vitality and flexibility. Before
joining the team, the travel consultants are required to have enthusiasm in travel and have
years of travel experiences. Only if we love travel, we know better about our customers; only
if we are traveling, we know the best how to help our customers. We are always getting ready
to help you and always efficient. Working with our travel consultants is always time-saving
and happy, because all in the group are trying their best to cater every need from you. We
know well that customer experience is our first priority and we appreciate every customer. So
just feel free to communicate with your travel consultant.

Ⅷ. Why Choose Us
1. Reply within 24 hours
Diper Tour has a working regulation that the staffs will be working for all year round
including public holiday. So your inquiry will be taken care of within 24 hours and you
don't need to worry about last-minute inquiry.
2. 1 on 1 travel consultant & free tour proposal
Customer is our priority. We promise every customer will have a personal professional
travel consultant and get free tour proposals.
3. 100% tailor-made trip
Specialized in tailor-made tours, we are looking forward to receiving your requests on
your trip, including budget, interests, needs, preference, taboos, etc. We will provide you
the most suitable and 100% tailor-made tour proposal.
4. Different ways of travel
Different ways of travel can be combined as you like and quite flexible tour dates can be
chosen. So you decide your trip.
5. Worry-free tour & excellent tour guides
To ensure you an enjoyable trip, we will arrange experienced and the most suitable tour
guide for you. During your tours, we will keep in touch with you and your tour guide
closely. You can contact with us anytime for any emergency.

